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set at $4.9 million
by Gayle StJragjJo
Staff Writer
The Recreational Facilities Planning Committee beg an meeting 
with architects Wednesday to decide how to proceed with the 
remodeling of the Fieldhouse, hoping to finalize those plans by 
mid-December. The addition will serve as a complement to the 
existing arena, according to committee chairman Ronald 
VanSteeland, vice president for Finance and Administration and 
treasurer of the Board of Control.
Facilities fees will be used to finance the three-year $4,900,000 
project ■
“We have a lot of priority-setting to determine, based on how 
much things will cost” VanSteeland said. “We want the Board of 
Control to approve ^ pur plans in mid-December so we can get 
started in January.” •
VanSteeland said the committee is looking at three basic goals. 
The first goal is to build an addition onto the Fieldhouse that will 
be used as a recreational gym with basketball courts and a jogging/ 
walking track. Secondly, remodel the space inside the FieltmtSOse, 
building a new fitness center on two levels to include the current 
weight room and two squash courts. The final goal is to devise a 
master plan for outdoor recreation fields which will be generally 
north of the Kleiner Commons.
The outdoor fields would be used for softball, intramural 
football, soccer, volleyball courts, ice-skating, parking and possibly 
concession storage.
Construction of the fitness center is scheduled to begin in 
March or April of.‘94 and expected to be completed by that August 
The recreation fields would be under construction in May of ‘94, 
to be completed by September‘94. The gym will take longer, with 
construction beginning in April ‘94 and finishing by June of ‘95, 
VanSteeland said.
Not having enough gymnasium space for everyone is currently 
a problem, according to Leroy Hackley, assistant director of 
health, recreation and wellness.
“Right now, you might want to go running or play basketball, 
but if there was a basketball game that night, a track meet, or a 
volleyball match— you can’t get in there,” Hackley said.
‘T o  be able to get an additional gymnasium, dong with the 
current space, is really going to free up some of that time so we can 
start intnunurals earlier, and we’ll have a facility that will never be 
closed down to student use,” Hackley added.
Another important goal of the committee is construction of the 
new fitness center.
“I think a fitness center is a must," Hackley said. “We now 
have students who are more knowledgeable about fitness-type
Phase see FIELDHOUSE, p. 2
Rep. Hoekstra delivers
support for NAFTA
by Jim Class 
StaffWriter
Congressional Representative Peter Hoekstra held a press 
conference Nov. 11 in the Kirkhof Center’s private dining room, 
on the reasons for his support of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). Until last Thursday, he had not gone public 
with his decision to support NAFTA.
In his speech, Hoekstra talked of the challenges and the 
progress that will come under N AFT A. Emphasizing his hope that 
the American economy will become less regulated, he said that 
free trade would be a progressive step.
He also commented on the surplus of Mexico's agriculture, 
saying that even though Mexico's agrarian community may have 
to downsize, the Mexican people were prepared to face this 
challenge.
When addressing the agreement's impact on Canada, he 
explained how they will be able to phase the agreement in with less 
difficulty. Canada and the United States have already made a 
bilateral movement toward free trade. He doubts that Canada’s 
Prime Minister will hold up NAFTA. Nonetheless, he displayed 
the need for positive thinking on all three accounts by saying that 
NAFTA will need “dynamic agreement, with all its partners 
committed to success.”
During the question-and-answer period, he argued that by 
selling off surpluses to Mexico, new products would be invented, 
creating more jobs.
Regarding the fear of falling wages, he noted that export- 
related jobs have wage increases of 12-5 percent.
Hoekstra came out in support of NAFTA after many of his 
colleagues had decided against it. He previously had spoken to 
Ross Perot, Lee Iacocca, Michigan labor leaders, and various 
constituents. He also co-signed a letter to President Clinton warning 
against higher taxes to make up for lost tiriffi. t
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by Gayle Sdratgio
StaffWriter
The scene at the 3rd District Congressional Debate held in the Eberhard Center. From left to right; Republican Vent Photo by Jim Dottic
Ehlers, Independent Dawn Krupp, and Democrat Dale Sprik
Student Senate hosts forum for congressional debate
------------------------------  Ehlerssaid. “That is a trust fund and should be kept separate. Iwill
certainly vote to keep that separate.”
The topic of health care availability was another topic each 
candidate agreed on.
“We must have a national health insurance policy that provides 
for universal coverage,” said Sprik.
Krupp agreed saying, “Health care should be available to 
everyone. We should take all government money, put it in one pot 
with one program, one policy, and one form to fill out Those 
uninsurable, and those that don't have insurance, then would buy 
into the government package on their ability to pay— some would 
get it free."
Ehlers elaborated on the current health care plan proposed by 
President Clinton.
“We also have to have more emphasis on prevention of illness 
because that's far less costly than medical are,’ Ehlers said. “I 
admire President Clinton’s goals of universal access and greater 
emphasis on prevention, but the money is not going to be there and 
the cost figures they have are false. When I first read them, I 
decided that President Clinton had finally inhaled.
“Another reason the plan won’t work is because most of the 
burden is going to fall on small business which is currently the 
major job-producing segment of our economy."
VanPopering directed a question to Sprik concerning the 
inequity of the Pell Grant program funding. Congress authorized 
funding of up to $3,900 per student, while the appropriation is 
actually $2,300 per student. This represents a $1,600 disparity 
between the authorized and appropriated amount
Please see DEBA TE, p. 2
The Student Senate sponsored a political debate Nov. 11 at the 
Eberhard Center entitled “Decision ‘93: The 3rd District 
Congressional Debate.” Featured in the program were Republican 
Vernon Ehlers, Democrat Dale Sprik, and Independent Dawn 
Krupp; all competing for the seat of the late Congressman Paul 
Henry.
The candidates answered questions from a panel composed of 
Student Senate President Len VanPopering; Mary Eileen Lyon of 
WZZM; Ted Roelofs of the Grand Rapids Press; and Chris 
HalsneyuofWOOD. Questions were also taken from the recording 
studio audience, with the show taped to be televised Nov. 12 on 
WGVU 35 and WGVK 52.
“Sponsoring this debate provides an opportunity to help Grand 
Valley students, as well as others in the district, leant more about 
the candidates and their positions,’’ VanPopering said.
Matthew McLogan, vice president of political university 
relations, moderated the debate.
Among the topics directed at the candidates for comment were 
political action committees, social security, cultural diversity, 
health care reform, the North American Free Trade Agreement, the 
Clean Air Act, and Pell Grant funding.
The candidates agreed that Congress has abused the social 
security system.
“I think it’s intolerable that Congress is using money out of the 
Social Security Trust Fund and using that to balance the budget,”
Forum investigates/attacks course fees
by Janet Meana
Newt Editor
Course fees were labeled a “necessary evil” and an “awkward 
way of dealing with courses” at the open forum held in the Mainsail 
Lounge of the Kirkhof Center on Nov. 10.
Panelists included Associate Vice President of Academic 
Affairs John Graclri, Dean of Students Bart Merkle, Assistant 
Provost Robert Fletcher, and Student Senate Vice President of 
Community Affairs Peter Tadros.
Course fees, which were initiated about two years ago, are only 
approved for classes that require special equipment, consumable 
supplies or have extraordinary overhead.
Students recently have been voicing complaints about the 
excessive amount of course fees, causing the Student Senate to 
investigate the possible misuse of the fee. Gracki said that each 
couse fee must be handled on a class-by-class basis.
“Course fees are not a good way to go," Gracki said. His 
personal prediction is that GVSU will eventually go back to a 
“uniform flat tax,” otherwise known as tuition. It’s easier to 
allocate funds and easier to understand, he said.
Tuition would increase about 15 percent if course fees were 
eliminated, Fletcher said.
T ees in the Seidman School of Business have been 
controversial,'' said Gracki. Glenn Pitman, dean of the School of 
Business, has established a flat rate for core courses to cover 
computer expenses. Therefore, students in some classes don't see 
the direct benefits from their fees.
Courses fees came out of necessity not out of choice, Merkle 
said. The question is, “How to keep pace with technology.”
Computers are general purpose equipment, Fletcher said, 
which have a complex overhead including software, supplies and 
repair. They are also consumable, in that every three years they are 
outdated and need to be replaced.
DEBATE, from p. 1 —;--------- —
“I’m very much in favor o f the 
private aector being guaranteed by the 
government student loans, "Sprik u id .
“I think that’s the American way. If, in 
fact, they want to  make, up the 
difference by guaranteeing the loans, I 
think that it should be done—  without 
getting the federal governm ent 
involved in appropriating the money 
forit. If you get a good education, then 
you ought to pay it back.”
Ehlers agreed that student loans 
should be made available, but he 
opposed the uneven methods used by 
Congress in granting educational funds.
“What you’re referring to is a game 
the Congress often plays, and that is 
authorizing a large amount o f money 
but only appropriating a smaller 
amount I think that’s a despicable 
practice and should be stopped," Ehlers 
said. “At the fame time, in honesty to 
you, I have to say that I would not be in 
favor of increasing the grants because 
we have to balance the budget”
Krupp says that all government
funding should be based on need 
whether it is social security or student 
bans.
“We’re got to stop the massive 
give-away programs,” Krupp said. “I
The three candidates did disagree 
on several issues ranging from the 
workability of NAFTA to the loaning 
ofmoney to Russia. They also provided 
some background information on 
themselves in their opening and closing 
statements.
Ehlers said he ran for Office initially 
because(former President) “JetTy Ford 
encouraged me to dp so.
“My legislative record includes 
important acts as the ‘911 emergency 
telephone services act’which has saved 
many, many lives in the state, and the 
infant testing act which tests newborn 
infants for certain diseases and thathas 
also saved hundreds of lives and 
prevented many children from 
becoming permanently mentally 
retarded.”
Krupp likened this debate to a job 
interview.
“I ask that when you listen to all of 
us you listen as though you’ve a 
potential employ a  because that's what 
youare,” she said. “ You'regoingtobe 
hiring one of us to do a job for you.” 
“I chose to run as an independent 
so we can break up the party-politic- 
ing in Washington. I have nothing 
against Democrats and Republicans—  
we just have loo many of them.” 
£prik says that eversince he started 
running the five minute biography on 
television, people have been asking 
him whose farm that was.
“That’s my farm, and I ’m even 
more proud to say that’s my family," 
Spriksaid. “I’m running for Congress 
because ail those things mean a great 
deal to me and the future of all our 
homes and families are in jeopardy.” 
McLogan ended the debate by 
reminding the audience that election 
day is Dec. 7 and that the polls are open 
from 7 ajn . to 8 pun.
FIELDHOUSE.frxmp.l 
activities and when they get to school 
they expect to have that The fitness 
center would be one of the most used 
rooms on campus, asid it’s going to be 
the social center of the Fieldhouse.”
“The whole planning committee 
went to Central, Western, Michigan 
State, Eastern, Hope College, and 
Toledo,” VanSIceland said. “We had 
guided tours to study other university 
recreational facilities.”
The committee is composed of 18 
people from faculty, administration, 
and eight students from the Student 
Senate, allrepresentingvarious aspects 
of thecampus.BobStodola, fieldhouse 
manager said he is very pleased with 
the student involvement on the 
committee.
“The student senators on this 
committee have done a wonderful job 
representing the students," Stodola 
said. “They’vedonetheirhomework.”
Hackley agreed and feels everyone 
will be pleased with the finished 
product.
surprised at what their money is going 
for,” he said. “When this project gets 
done, we’ll have one of the finest 
recreation athletic complexes in 
Division Two and we’re going to rival 
a lot of Division One schools.”
The staff of The 
Lanthom  wishes you a 
safe and happy 
holiday!
Remember that classes 
resume on Nov. 29th!
DO YOU ONLY fcNAV YOUR. PRtENOS BY CARS Trtgy DRtVE ?
IT S  PRogABLY T<M£ ft* . AM£ w LlpgSTyif -  OMftiS ViEW
C M L  8 % " - 6 6 7 8
T H E
C O M  P U T E
S T O R E m w m w im m
2 0 7  M a n i t o u  H a l l
8 9 5 - 2 1 3 0
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!!
Centris 610- 4Mb RAM, 80Mb hard drive, Built-in Ethernet, Basic color monitor, Extended keyboard
............................ONLY $1,241.00 (11 instock)
Centris 650 - 8Mb RAM, 230Mb hard drive, Built-in Ethernet, 1Mb Video RAM, CD ROM,
Apple color display, Extended keyboard _... w
7 ..................................................ONLY $2,322.00 (8 in stock)
Mac PowerBoOk 145B - 4Mb RAM, 80Mb hard drive
....................................................................... ONLY $1,182.00 (5 in stock)
Mac PowerBook Duo 230 - 4Mb RAM, 120Mb hard drive, Express modem, Ext floppy, Duo MiniDock nwi v  to  m c  ,, •
..................VAINLY $£,0 0^.00 (1 in stock)
All Saies are Cash & Carry -  Hurry in now while 
supplies last; at these prices, they won't last long!
Hearing set for GVSU students
---------- -— ------ conduct m  against another Grand
byBcMMHaiM
Staff Writer
A  pre-preliminary hearing for 
GnodVaUeyStsteUniversity students 
Sean McBride and Tony Sebastian is 
set for Nov. 17 at 8:30 ajn. at the 58th 
District Court in Hudsonville.
Both students were charged Nov. 
10 for committing criminal sexual
Valley student on O ct 23. According 
to FBI definitions, third degree sexual 
conduct involves sexual penetration.
A $10,000 personal recognizance 
bondhasbeenpostedfor both students, 
releasing McBride and Sebastian. If 
they should fail to show up for their 
court date, they will be lodged in jail 
with a $10,000 bond from the 58th 
District Court.
P o l  i c e  
P  e  t i t
s r
by Bebbi Haase
Staff Writer
Week of Nov. 1 to Nov. 7 
SubjecU involved are students and non-students.
Last Week *Tottl
Traffic accidents 1 18
Harassing/obscene phone calls 1 5
Malicious destruction of property 1 10
Transporting open intoxicants 2 5
Hit and mn 1 6
MIP 2 10
Larceny 1 12
Car fire i 1 1
Retail Fraud/2nd Degree 0 1
Driving while license suspended 0 2
Driving while license denied 0 1
OUEL 0 8
Campus Trespass 0 5
Suspicious incidents 0 3
Forcible Rape 0 2
No insurance 0 1
Assault /  . 0 2
Public peace 0 1
Speeding 0 1
Attempted suicide 0 1
Possession o f stolen property 0 1
Abandoned vehicle 0 1
♦Total for FaD‘93 
MIP k  Minor in Possession 
OUIL = Operating Under the Influence
Briefs:
According to Grand Valley State University Police Department reports, 
two students living in Robinson HaU have been receiving harassing and 
obscene phone calls. The report stated that they had received about 100 calls 
in the past month. Hie two students believe the caller is a male that also lives 
in the residence halls. There are no leads or suspects.
Slamming to "ONYX" at the Fieldhouse on Saturday. For more Air Band photos, seepage 9. Photo by ErikHoIladay
Faculty and staff encouraged to contribute
by Wendy Galbraith
Staff Writer
payroll deduction will amount to a 
yearly contribution of $208. Resident 
Lubbers has arranged to make a 
matching contribution from GVSli’s 
accumulated endowment earnings.
In thejiast, the contributions have
helped many different campaigns, 
including the Grand Design effort for 
the Eberhard Center, the Kresge 
Science Challenge Campaign, the 
Water Resources Institute Campaign, 
and various scholarship funds.
Bring a little warmth to those cokti dreary days.
Forever „
0-3426 Lake Michigan D r j r f f l
The faculty and staff have been 
asked to contribute to at least one of 
the Grand Valley State University 
endowments or other university funds 
oftheirchoiceduring the 1993 Faculty/
Staff Campaign, which begins Nov. 1 
and ends Dec. 31.
The main purpose of this campaign 
is to provide students with scholarship 
money to aid college expenses. During 
the 1992-1993 school year, 225 
students benefited from these 
scholarships.
Last year the Faculty/Staff 
Campaign raised more than $91,000, 
with a participation rate of 48 percent.
The goal for this year’s campaign is a '
50percentparticipati()ni»te,andMaiy 
Seeger, dean of academic resources 
and special programs, thinks it is 
possible.
“We have the highest percentage
of employees who contribute to First Place......... $50*
university funds out of all public S O C O Ild  PlaC0....$3O*
institutions in Michigan. It’s just Third Place........$20*
*(gif* certificate to Camera Center) ^
T o n  th ro e  nliiQ th rn o h n n n rn h lo  1?
10% off Reg. Membership
Tanning Memberships Available • Walk-ins tjfelcon
7-2222
incredible," said Seeger.
The contribution can be made 
through payroll deduction. An $8
asma Donors Needed!
Top three plus three honorable 
mentions will be printed In 
Issue #14 of The Lanthorn!
The Judges:
David Rathbun 
Jan Ballard 
Erik Holladay
m irnrnzm m V ' 4 i s §  I  ■■' is H  '
New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Please phone 241 -6335 for more information 
about life saving plasma donations
Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Comer of Burton)
New Plasma Donors will need Donors are compensated for
legal picture ID and social their time, $15.00 your first
security card if address on ID is donation and $17.00 for
not current. Please bring y°ur second donation in the
evidence of current residence. same week.
We Heip^RecyclejLTfe!
V
ContMl Spomorad by
This contest is open 
to ALL G V S D  
students and staff.
Enter your best black & white or 
color prints (no larger than 8X10, 
and color photos will be judged in 
black & white). Turn in to The 
Lanthorn (basement of Kirkhof 
Center) and direct entries to the 
Photo Editor.
s December 3, 1993 
P l a i n s .  at 5:00pm
m
tt V i
m d :
Deadline i
c&frfr C=>;4:
v . t f i l l  / ^ v r w . / - w £ '
Money, not liberals, controls 
our thoughts and media
kyjM M ClM i
Staff Writer
Every I time I Rad articles about political correctness and thought control, 
they make me want to laugh.
First of all, where did the term “politically correct” come from? From old 
news dippings, I ’ve found that being politically correct means that your line 
of thought is in accord with that o f the government’s (usually o f foreign 
countries). Since that definition appears rather obvious, let’s  apply it to our 
government
Among other things, our government has not enforced environmental or
the name of national security. Now, it seems tom e that those actions aren’t 
exactly what one would call politically correct In fad, I think being 
politically correct has very little in common with the government for the 
government’s words and actions are two different things.
The eighties are a very , good (though often misrepresented) example. 
Reagan’s tax cutof 1981 seemed the perfect tool for economic growth, since 
it would give consumers more disposable uicotne. However, high interest 
rates, resulting from deficit expansion and a tight monetary policy, destroyed 
the recovery. So, in the tradition of many militarists, we spent a lot of money 
on defense to stimulate the economy. While preaching laissez-faire economics, 
we also bailed out business at every turn. Many multinational businesses 
received money from the government Finally, we wake up to the size of our 
deficit and who do we blame: why, the poor, of course! They obviously need 
to quit being so lazy and go get aReaganite minimum-wage, no benefits, 15- 
hours-a:week job to feed their family of four. If that isn’tridiculous enough, 
let's talk about liberal, politically correct “thought control.”
Trying to capitalize on the fears o f people who read 1984, the right-wing 
often refen to any liberal movement as one of “big government socialists” 
or brings up “thought control. ” If those who read the book understood it, they 
would remember the irony of the fascist Big Brother calling himself an 
English Socialist (Ingsoc). The irony in this situation was that every principle 
of socialism was twisted into its opposite by the party. In other words, all the 
positive aspects of socialism were twisted into their rightist opposites to 
control the thought o f the population. An example of modern “thought 
control” is anti-discrimination laws. After all, you’re farcing business not to 
be able to fire who they want; that is anti-capitalism. No, I’m afraid it is 
merely anti-racism. Wait a minute-what about the racist? You’re forcing the 
racist to change his mindl Not so. I may be telling the racist he may not use 
hisweal th or superiority to dimmishone who he feels is inferior, but I am not 
in any way preventing him from thinking, assembling, or speaking.
For that matter, it’s dm rightists who try to mess with speech. Jimmy 
Swaggartkilkda 10 million dollar Pepsi commercial wiihaphone call. Don 
Wildmon (President of the American Family Association) got CSS to take 
Mighty Mouse off the air. These people gain power by appealing to the . 
checkbooks of those who think “family values” means all that is good in 
America. “Family valuea” include discriminating against gays, ending 
welfare, wasting mote money at the Pentagon, and closing government from 
review by the public or Congress, that is the price wepay for the family. Keep 
in mind, this rhetoric comes from people who think Huckleberry Finn is 
racist, and Salvador Allende’s (who we murdered for copper mines) wife is 
too dangerous to speak in the country.
Why don’t we hear any of this from the “liberal”  media? Much to the 
light’s dismay, the media isn't liberal. As mentioned before, twelve CEOs 
control monopolies over 80% of our media. If you think these executives are 
liberals, think again. Their multinational corporations benefited a great deal 
from Reagan’s “laissez-faire” mercantilist policies. Thus, what they don’t 
want us to read doesn’t  get in the paper. Not to mention the self-censorship 
editonJiave to go through to keep from offending their advertisers. Yet, by 
givjng the people a scapegoat, the reportersfwho have to color the news to 
keep their jobs), no one really bothers with what goes on behind the scenes.
So next time you read Time, USA Today, or any other happy media, take 
it with a grain of salt When you hear “political correctness,”  take some time 
to clearly think about the issue. But when you hear about “thought control,” 
keep in mind who's really controlling, how much they're making, and why.
C ollege s tu d e n ts 't  v o te
Here’s aomebadnews, good news 
and some reflections on the recent 
Harwood Group’s study of college 
students and politics.
The bad news is that most college
students did not vote in the 1992 
Presidential election. A safe bet is that 
fewer will vote in the forthcoming 
December 8 election.
The good news is that many more 
college students voted in  1992than in 
1988. Perhaps the trend is up as the 
country appears to sense an end to 
“politics as usual.”
Looking behind the sim ple 
numbers on turnout, the study offers 
mote bad news and good news. The 
bad news is that many students have 
given upon the political process, more 
than die rest of the country. More bad 
news is that students don’t  see politics 
as problem-solving, but as a means to 
personal satisfaction; citizenship is 
viewed almost entirely as a matter of 
individual rights.
The good news is that when 
students are given a chance to imagine 
ah end to political practices they
despise, they respond with energy to 
the changes they seek for the public 
good.
For the sake of our country, how 
do we move from the excessive 
pfftjiniam of our college students to 
the constructive role they can play in 
their nation’s future? Vaclac Havel, 
the playwright who survived prison to 
lead Czechoslovakia to its 
independence from the Soviet Union, 
worked on its democratic form, and 
who presided over the separation of 
his country into separate democratic 
republics says: “When a person 
behaves in keeping with hi* conscience, 
when he tries to speak the truth and 
when he tries to behave as a citizen 
even under conditions where 
citizenshipisdegraded,itmaynotlead 
to anything, yet it m ight But what 
surely will not lead to anything is when 
a person calculates whether it will lead 
to something or n o t” If that is the right 
course for a believer in democracy 
under a dictatorship, surely it is the 
least one can do when the chains are 
off and we can practice without being
rs to the
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Misting cosh farTbs Laotian an covered it 
part by year Student Life Fee.
Starving people are predicted to be 
the norm this cold winter mtoe former 
Yugoslavia while the woriaWatches 
with ambivalence.
Ambivalence because while no one 
wants to see people starve, neither 
doeafrnyone know exactly how to put 
an end to the strife and revolting civil 
war that continues virtually unaffected 
by. UN mandates and seemingly 
incessant negotiations. Besides, one 
can easily flip the channel when 
pictures o f the carnage in the Balkans 
com etothelivingroom viatheTV .lt 
is regrettably easy to put this carnage 
out o f one’s mind.
“Shouldn’t  somebody do 
something?” one might ask. (“What 
have you dope?” would be my 
response, but not a very appropriate 
one, as this little piece of writing 
represents the sum total of any action 
I myself have taken. I thought about 
the problems, but again, it’s too easy to 
put the problem aside.)
Since UN action (or inaction, 
depending on one's viewpoint) has not 
ensured that those people affected by 
geography—that is, stuck in the middle 
of a civil war in the Balkans—will not 
starve, should not Clinton take some 
action?
After all, hadn’t Clinton stated in 
his campaign that the U.S. should do 
more to end the bloodshed? Maybe 
campaign promises should not be 
mentioned. “Read my lips...” Enough
said.
Why doesn’t C linton “do 
somethingTItisoftensaidthatClinton 
acts in ways that will ensure a “good” 
place in history. (Invariably, presidents 
are put into “good,” “bad,” or “was he 
a President?” categories. As the third 
is probably worse than the second, 
most Presidents strive for the first. I 
used “most” instead of “all” to leave a( 
gap for Nixon.) Could this be the reason 
Clinton fails to act?
If Clinton were to act, chances of 
success—that is, ending the civil war 
and getting food to the people—would 
unfortunately be slim. If such action 
failed, and the U.S. became enveloped 
in a quagmire, Clinton might fall into 
the dreaded “bad” category. By failing 
to act, however, it seems unlikely that 
Clinton will be taken out of the “good” 
category (which all Presidents are in 
until they really mess something up).
Maybe Clinton should timidly 
attempt to ensure his place as a “good” 
president by keeping the U.S. military 
out of the Balkans, thereby eliminating 
any possibility of failure—and also 
any possibility o f success. After all, in 
pursuing this policy, history will likely 
view him more favorably.
Or, maybe historians should change 
their views as to what constitutes a 
“good” president
S.P. Sal ay
Gay rights mean equal rights
Ever since I heard about the “Wear 
Denim for Gay Rights Day,” I was 
wondering what the gay rights activists 
were talking about. What rights were 
they looking for? Didn’t gays and 
lesbians already have rights like 
everyone else? I did some searching 
on my own and listened to what a 
couple of people had to say and what 
their impressions were on the Gay 
Rights Movement.
I had heard some would never wear 
denim on that day. Their reasons for 
not supporting gay rights ranged from, 
“even the Bible says homosexuality is 
evil,” to “1 don’t like that kind of 
lifestyle,” to “all they're looking for is 
special rights.”
I got pissed when I heard these 
things. When I hear people quoting the 
Bible to prove a point, I have two 
words to say: Grow up! Everybody 
knows-that the Bible has been so 
severely edited that it contradicts itself. 
By only looking at select parts of the 
Bible can a  point be proven, because 
counter-exam ples can be found
somewhere else. Come on, the Bible 
was used to show that black slavery in 
the south was perfectly acceptable.
As for the people who do not like 
homosexuality, who is asking you to? 
As some have said, homosexuals are 
looking for acceptance and equal 
treatment from others-rights that all 
humans should have and shoukljive 
to others, at least to people who do not 
intentionally or through severe 
negligence harm others.
Homosexuals are not looking for 
special rights. The term gty rights, as 
understood by most of the people I 
talked to, and the way that it should be 
taken, means basic civil rights. 
Homosexuals, like everyone else, 
should have the right to many the ones 
they love. Homosexuals should have 
the right to raise children; this right 
should be dependent on the quality of 
the individual's character, not sexual 
preference. Homosexuals should have 
the rightto walk down the street without 
worrying about getting tunned because 
of who they are. Homosexuals should
be able to show public affection like 
everyone else. If you don’t like it, you 
don’t have to look, and if you are in a 
situation where you cannot avoid it, be 
civil and fair. Homosexuals have the 
right to express and practice their 
sexuality. If you are afraid or disgusted 
with that, that is your problem, it shows 
you need to learn more about yourself. 
Homosexuals should have the right to 
serve their country if they so choose. 
Everyone else can if they pass the 
physical. Homosexuals should be 
recognized and not ridiculed for their 
lifestyle.
I found the people I talked to either 
tolerant, unconvinced, or vehemently 
against ‘ homosexuality. The people 
who were tolerant leaned to believe 
that all people, regardless of any trait, 
have righto as human being!. Same 
felt that basicrighto need lobe clarified 
and enforced. O thers fe lt that 
homosexuals should beabie to do what 
they want without pushing their beliefs 
ontoanyooe or bothering other people.
I feel that people should five 
Please see RIGHTS,p, 5
Robert Clarke 
Public Administration
degraded or endangered.
Students are able to do more for 
our democracy than the general public 
because they are skilled at thinking, 
expressing ideas and critically 
examining alternative values and 
Please see VOTE, p. 5
H um ane Society 
discrim inates 
against students
On October 6, 1993,1 picked up a 
copy of your weekly newspaper and 
was shocked to see a picture on the 
front page o f about twenty dead cats 
and dogs. The article was titled, 
“Controlling the Pet Population: 
Killing not the Solution.” 1?ie article 
explained how the Humane Society^ 
“forced” to eliminate hundreds of 
animals every week.
At die time the article was released, 
my roommates and I were considering 
buying a pet. Reading this article 
propvoked the fourof us b  contact the 
Humane Society about buying apuppy. 
She gladly gave me directions to the 
Humane Society and off we sped to 
pick up our new roommate.
When we arrived we were told to fill 
out an application. This detailed 
process took about twenty minutes. 
After answering a countless number of 
questions, we were told that we could 
not adopt a puppy because we were 
students.
The Humane Society’s philosophy 
behind this blatant discrimination is 
simple: because students have the 
tendency to move from apartment to 
apartment, they often are forced to 
give up the pet and release them into 
the wild, leaving the Humane Society 
with the responsibility to pick up the 
animal and find him a new home.
Obviously, the Humane Society 
feels that they are protecting animals 
by carefully selecting who they allow 
to adopt Their goal is to ensure that all 
their pets go to loving homes where 
they will be cared for. I applaud them 
for their concern and for the effort they 
put forth to guarantee the safety of the 
dogs and cats they house and feed.
Nevertheless, I find it hard to believe 
that they practice such discrimination.
I understand that they need to be 
selective, but our application was 
denied before it was even read. My 
roommates have all raised dogs before, 
and we all fully realize that adopting a 
pet is a long-term commitment When 
we attempted to explain this to the 
woman, she replied, “We are very firm 
with this policy. Students cannot adopt 
pets.”
Because the woman refused to give 
us a chance, another dog was killed. 
Each time they deny an individual, a 
dog or cat is added to the pile of a 
carcasses. It seems that the Humane 
Society is so wrapped up in its rules 
and policies, they forget what should 
be their ultimate goal: end the slaughter 
of hundreds of innocent creatures.
We did eventually find our new 
roommate, Apollo, a six-week old 
husky, from a breeder. He is well taken 
Please see DOC.p.S
i# 1!
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November 17 is the 
birthday of Wilma 
Mankiller, chief of the 
Cherokee Nation of 
Oklahoma.
VOTE,frump. 4 ---------------—
itudy they have an attitude problem 
that will not change until they 
“appreciate the common sem e 
practicality of our system, have the 
imagination to change it for the 
better, and alter their concept of 
ririzenshiptoembraceactions aimed 
at the good of our countiy rather 
than the calculation of their narrow 
interest!. Beyond that, like all 
citizens, they know how to make 
our system work, how to keep it 
from declining, and how to reach 
the democratic promise for which 
many in the world are risking 
everything."
This would appear to have little 
to do with the imminent December 
8 election, but that election would 
be a good occasion to begin in a 
small way to bring informed students 
into the political system. Although 
there are no presidential 
communities; determine broad 
policies for our schools; position 
our country in the global economy; 
direct the future o f the American 
health system; form the American 
role in the complex struggle of 
nations looking for recognition and/ 
or democracy; rescue our young 
people and cities; keep or change 
the role of money in elections. For 
starters, these ought to grab any 
citizen’s attention—  even with 
election just around the comer.
RIGHTS,frmmp.4 
they want, and do whatever they want, 
when they want,regardlessofaiiy traits 
they possess. A lllaskforis that people 
be responsible for their actions. Homo­
sexuals, other minorities or any olher 
group, no matter bow unacceptable 
society sees them, should be able to 
speakabouttheirbeliefssinceevetyone 
else does. A great responsibility comes 
with an inalienable righ t If  you don’t 
like what is said, respond intelligently 
and civilly. If you don’t  like what is
happening aroundyou, act accosdmgly
and with foil knowledge that you will 
be held responsible for your actions. 
People should express themselves 
freely as long they do riot harmothers 
(feelings not included).
The people who did not care seemed 
to th ink differently . Some said 
homosexuals would be getting more 
rights than they need. Others just 
wanted to look away from the whole 
situation and be left alone.
How can anyone think that these 
. rights are more than what is needed? 
The whole movement is based upon 
wanting to be treated as a human, akin 
to the Civil Rights Movement in the 
sixties. The Gay Rights Movement is 
the same thing only broadened to fit 
more types of people. Also, the group 
N.O.W. (National Organization of 
Women)announced that “lesbian rights 
are inextricably connected with 
women's demands for full reproductive 
freedom, equalpayforwomen’swoik, 
an end to racism and freedom from 
violence and harassment.”
People opposed to gay rights think 
that gay rights activists want 
homosexuals to have special rights 
and that they should never get them. 
Others opposed said that homosexuals 
were looking for special treatment, 
and that they should just not say 
anything and act like everyone else.
First, homosexuals do not want to 
have special rights. Most gay rights 
activists do not believe in special rights 
for anyone, nor do I. These rights listed 
above are not special. They should be 
the rights everyone has; the only reason 
they might seem special is because so 
few people have all of them. That 
docan’tmcanhomosexuals are looking 
for special rights, it means that our 
.society as a 1whole is in needofhealing. 
Also, why should homosexuals 
conform to mainstream society? I 
don’t  I love my individuality. I like 
expressing my thoughts and beliefs. I
like to show people there are different 
ways to live your life. If everyone 
acted alike we would destroy ourselves 
as a race. REPETITION DULLS 
AWARENESS AND
CONSCIOUSNESS.
People need to realize that 
homosexuals, as of y e t do not have 
equal rights. Do homosexuals have the 
same rights when they can’t  marry? 
Do homosexuals have the same rights 
when Ralph J.Marino, majority leader 
in the New York Senate, helped kill 
legislation to guarantee civil rights to 
homosexuals? How about the second 
amendment of the state constitution of 
Colorado legalizing gay bashing? Did 
you know that you can be fired for 
being homosexual, or that you can be 
evicted from your home because you 
arehomoitegnial? Homosexuals do not 
have the equal rights that they, being, 
people, should have. Maybe because 
people aredeniedtheserights,weought 
to pull together under a different 
banner human rights.
Frederick Bakaik
DOG, from  p. 4
c m  of by the four of us, as difficult as 
it sometimes may be. We all love him 
very much; however, it is sad to think 
that some other small puppy at the 
Humane Society was or w ill be 
destroyed because ofahsndfolof close- 
minded individuals.
I believe that the Humane Society 
needstoopen their cages to more people 
and interview each potential petowner 
as an individual, not as a student, or 
apartment owner. Ifeel that they should 
look for the best pet owners that they 
can find, however, broad ru les 
excluding lsrge groups of people are
unfair and must be modified. While 
they attempt to look after the best 
interest o f the animal, they neglect to 
do so in situations such as this that 
occur every day. I fail to see what is so 
humane about an organization that 
discriminates against people and 
slaughters animals as if  i t  were 
“business as usual."
Craig Collins
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New Native 
American 
club shows
honor for
\
Veterans
by Ktlkla— Bm tty
Editorial Anistant
Students in Grand Valley State’s 
newly formed Native American Club 
worked behind the scenes Nov. 13 at 
the third annual Veterans Pow Wow at 
the Grand Rapids Community College 
Ford Heldhouse. The event was held 
in honor of the Forgotten Warrior.
In an attempt to become more 
active in the N ative American 
Community, members of the Native 
American Club assisted the Grand 
Rapids Inter-Tribal Council, Vet 
Center, and GRCC in the preparation 
of traditional Indian fried bread. Other 
tasks included set up and ticket sales.
President Casey Church w aked 
first hand w ith the Pow Wow 
committee to coordinate all volunteer 
efforts for the event which featured
Grand Valley: 
rewarding
and exciting
Iboto by Kathleen Beatty
Native American club member Jenny Kellog participates in an Inter-tribal dance at the Veterans Pow Wow held last 
Saturday at the Ford Fieldhouse in Grand Rapids.
well-known head dancers, drummers.
singers, and tradesmen.
Actively participating in the Pow 
Wow was a mile stone for the club, 
said Church. The club's advisor, 
Associate Professor o f Anthropology 
JanetBrashler,is creditedfor instilling 
Church and the others with enthusiasm.
“I had this idea, but I didn’t  know 
how to make it happen,” Church said. 
“But then I took the steps to write the 
constitution, and after seeing how much 
support there was, it just fell together.”
For Church and the other members, 
foe Veterans Pow .Wow is a sacred 
ceremony, a way to honor the warriors 
who gave their lives, as well as those 
who have returned. The tradition, said 
Casey, is strongly rooted within the 
Native American culture.
Church, a  five-year veteran of the 
United States Marine Corps, felt 
especially heartened by this years 
theme after having lost two friends in 
the 1983 terrorist bombing of the U.S. 
Marine Headquarters in BeruiL In
honor of the 241 Marines and sailors 
who died there, Church ceremoniously 
danced in their memory.
GVSU Sophomore Jenny Kellog 
has been adopted by one of the Pow 
Wow regulars to be taught more about 
their ways.
“Even though I’m Caucasian,” said 
Kellog, “everyone here is accepting of 
me.”
Two earlier attempts in 1986 and 
1989 to start a club at GVSU failed, 
said Church, because of their exclusive
Native American membership policies. 
The new Native American G ub is 
open to everyone willing to take an 
activepertin learning about theNative 
American culture.
“To be so exclusive,” said Church, 
“isn't good for the community - the 
campus community.”  Our mission is 
toprovideanatmosphere where people 
can learn about Native American 
traditions in an experiential way.
Church hopes to maintain an active 
grouptogive Native American chikfcen 
something to strive for.
‘There are lotsofNative American 
kids in Grand Ripids and in the local 
community that aren’t continuing their 
education,”  Church said. “They don't 
see anything there for them.”
Future plans include holding an 
outdoor Pow Wow at GVSU this 
spring. They also hope to work with 
the university to organize acompetition 
PowWow in the winter of 1995.
Recently, Dean of Minority Affairs 
Donald Williams assisted the group 
with a$l,000grant for the coordination 
of activities at GVSU, in honor of 
NarionalNarive AmericanMonth. The 
money will be used to bring in lecturer 
James McGurken, as well as fund a 
drum and dance exhibition and other 
cultural activities.
Until the last four yean. Church 
has felt the pressures to conform to the 
ways of the dominant white society. 
He hopes the Native American Club 
will help Native Americans and others 
bridge the gap to better understanding.
bylM Tssrsa
Staff Writer
Jean Enright, executive assistant 
to the president o f  Grand Valley State 
University, said she feels really lucky 
to be a part o f  the Grand Valley 
community. Besides working with her 
collegues, she said working with 
students mdividually makes her job 
enjoyable.
Enright, who has been at Grand 
Valley for seven years, is an Arkansas 
native who did her undergraduate work 
at Hendricks College, AK. She earned 
her M .S. at W estern Michigan 
University. Before being employed 
here at Grand Valley, she was the 
Assistant Superintendent for Grand 
Rapids Public Schools.
Enright’s main responsibilities 
concern assisting President Arend D. 
Lubbers in his duties. She also works 
with the Board of Trustees and with 
faculty and with campus events and 
projects.
Enright said she most enjoys 
working with students and student
Life Science complex, which she said I f l t C T t l C t i  C O tlH C C ttO tlS  Q Y O U tld  tJ lB  ^ l o b B  
effects everyone. Other important 
issues deal with the student facilities 
fee and the recent autonomy of the 
schools o f Nursing, Social Work and 
Education.
by Lyaadle A. Taes
Atmosphere Editor
Jean Enright, executive assistant to 
President Lubbers, enjoys working with 
students and student organisations.
organizations and that she never knew 
howastudent gov emmentworked until 
she started working with the students 
on Grand Valley's Student Senate.
Enright also goes out into the 
community representing Grand Valky 
at various functions. She says it “brings 
a connection to Grand Valley.” This is 
done through the community she works 
with in Grand Rapids and with local 
school districts, which includes a 
partnership with Ottawa Schools.
One of the current issues she cites 
as important is the building of the new
“Growth brings new issues,” said 
Enright oonceming the new science 
building and new autonomy of the 
three schools.
Enright said that in order forGrand 
Valley to maintain its low tuition costs 
and its faculty- student relationship, it 
must “work in a  range that makes it 
accessible to everyone.”
Looking into the future, Enright 
hopes that Grand Valley will continue 
on the same growing path. With the 
science complex construction started 
and the Seidman School o f Business’ 
International Business Building on the 
downtown campus in the works. Grand 
Valley is moving inapositrvedirection 
that will “internationalize education,” 
she said.
Enright stressed that throughout 
her career here at Grand Valley, she 
wants to maintain “direct personal 
relationships” by working on specific 
projects and “making contributions 
with direct involvement and with a 
purpose.” She saidshecan accomplish 
this by working with students on an 
individual basis. This is what continues 
to make her work at Grand Valley 
exciting and rewarding.
Students to experience world hunger
by Stephanie Masrs
Staff Writer
Imagine walking into a room and 
seeing people eating-some at tables 
and others on the floor. Students who 
participate in the Hunger Banquet will 
experience this and more.
VolunteerIG VSU is sponsoring the 
second annual Hunger Banquet on 
Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 6 p.m. in the 
Promenade Deck.
The banquet is to help OXFAM 
America raise money. OXFAM is an 
agency that helps international hunger 
and teaches Third Worlds countries to 
provide for themselves.
"They (OXFAM) don’t just pass 
out food, like a lot of agencies. They 
actually teach them how to help 
themselves,” said Amy Lohman, 
president of Volunteer! GVSU.
When participants of the banquet 
first walk in they will draw a card. This 
card will represent a character they 
will be that evening. Some will be
from First World, Second World and 
others from Third World countries. 
The cards are divided up by the 
proportion of people in that world.
*You s e t p eo p le  
arou n d you  who 
d o n 't h ave fo o d  
a n d  it p la ys on 
yo u r em o tio n s-..'
The world that is picked will 
determine what type of food is eaten 
and the conditions it is eaten in. First 
World characters will eat at tables with 
candles and nice meals. Third W ald 
characters will eat rice on the floor 
near those who are in the First W ald 
countries.
“It’s powerful just because people 
really get into their roles and you really 
experience what it is really all about. 
You could be in a First World, and feel 
what it is like. You see people around
you who don’t have food and it plays 
on your emotions,” said Lohman.
Entertainment will be provided by 
S.T. A.G J;., Students Technicians and 
Actors Guild f a  Entertainment. They 
will be performing a drama for the 
Banquet There also will be mimes 
present and they’ll represent the 
different worlds.
As partakers enter the banquet there 
will be slides shown. These will be 
representing different world poverties 
or incomes.
Lastyear’s banquet was Volunteer! 
GVSU’s first It had approximately 
100 participants and raised $400.
The banquet is open to students 
and the public. Tickets are $5 for the 
public and $3 f a  students. They can 
be bought at Volunteer! GVSU office, 
located on the main level of the Kirkhof 
Center. Those who are interested can 
call and reserve them if they are unable 
to pay f a  the tickets right away. Ticket 
sales end Nov. 19.
Computers areusedforpcrfoiming 
various functions like wadprocessing, 
databases, and spreadsheets. However, 
computer applications are growing and 
Americans can now communicate with 
people throughout the world without 
leaving their desks by accessing 
Internet
Internet is aco 11 ection of networks 
which all share the same protocol Itis 
an electronic highway for computer 
communications.
Assistant Professor of Computer 
Science Carl Erickson used the 
following example to explain Internet 
The thing with the Internet is it is just 
a highway, you don’t go out to 
Interstate 96 and just stand there, you 
use it to get someplace: that’s what the 
Internet is like, you have to tell it 
someplace to go.
Currently, Internet has 13 million 
users throughout the w a ld  and the 
growth rate continues at 1 million users 
per month, according to the 
International Internet Association.
The networks are divided into 
regions. MichNet is a part o f Internet 
that accesses all universities in the 
state and has public dial in sites.
M ichNet is then connected 
nationally to the NSFNET, National 
Science Foundation Network. 
NSFNET isthebackbonethatgoesall 
around the country hodring all the 
regional networks together.
From here, connections can be 
made throughout the country, making 
it truly around-the-w orld com ­
munication.
At the lower end are local area 
networks, which is what Grand Valley 
State University is a part of. All local 
networks connected to a regional 
network connected to the NSF network 
are, in effect part of the Internet.
Through Internet, information can 
be received fronumiversities, libraries, 
research institutions, and companies.
Anonymous FTP(File Transfer 
Protocol)is probably themostcommon 
use of the network according to 
Erickson. An example would be getting 
computer software from Purdue 
University and downloading software 
onto a computer at GVSU.
Erickson believes students will use 
USENET the most when it becomes 
available. It’s a distributed bulletin
board which reaches all around the 
world. People can discuss issues and 
then send responses which take one 
day to reach the entire world. 
Controversial issues can be discussed 
and users can find out how others 
around the world think and feel about 
issues. Social computer, recreational 
and other hobbies are also discussed 
through Internet
If you have a question concerning 
your homework, car, computer, etc., 
you can pose that question on the 
Internet and someone somewhere may 
have an answer for you.
Erickson corresponds with quite a 
few people solving problem s, 
discussing ideas andreseaich projects.
The Internet E-mail system at 
GVSU is currently available to 
computer science m ajors only. 
According to Dave Darnell, Director 
of Academic and Administrative 
Computing, an experiment with 
computer science majors is set for this 
academic year. This experiment will 
study how E-mail can most efficiently 
operate withover 13,000users. Future 
goals include expanding the system so 
that all students can access the Internet 
system, this will happen when the 
technical and financial problems are 
worked ou t The entire student body 
currently has a limited access to general 
information systems the Internet offers.
This communication is impersonal 
yet Erickson believes there are some 
advantages to that.
“It's really neat that you have some 
layer of anonymity. You don't get 
immediately judged by whether you ’ re 
short, fat, tall, pretty, ugly,” said 
Erickson.
Internet allows people to send 
messages at any time, and people can 
respond when they get a chance.
Internet has bred one problem; 
there are many things out there, it's 
hard to find out where to get certain 
information. Tools to aid in finding 
certain items are available.
"It allows me to be a part of a 
broader com m unity, I can 
communicate with people all over the 
world and feel like I’m connected to 
what's going on,” Erickson said.
Erickson said it also gives students 
a sense that they are living in a world 
that is txoader than theGrand Rapids 
region, which not everyone has; that is 
going to be very important in the future.
^
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Friday, November 19
8 p jn . Twitter Craze, Kleiner Commons
9 p jn .-7 a .m . All-nightEuchre-a-thon, KirkhofCenter 
Moaday, November 22
4:30-5:30pjn . Lecture and queition-and-answer period: Mayor Logie 
o f Grand Rapid*, Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center
7:30 p jn . Speaker State Representative Leon SteiL Cook-DeWitt 
Center '
8 p jn . Speaker Dr. Yoaef Ben-Jochannan, Cook-DeWitt Center, 
sponsored by Black Student Union.
Twaday, November 23
6 p jn . OXFAM Hunger Banquet, Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center
7 p jn . Seminar. Prepmtion for Exams, Kleiner Commons B 
Monday, November 29
9  ajn . - 4  p jn . Study Abroad Fair, Portside Room, Kirkhof Center
FREE MOVIES!
Studio 28 is now hiring.
Benefits include free movies, tuition 
reimbursement, and regular raises. 
Start at $4.50 an hour. Must be able to 
work weekends (Fii/Sat/Sun) & holidays. 
Apply in person at Studio 28.
1350 28th S t SW, Wyoming.
c L u b s u n
T A N N I N G  S A L O N  
433 STANDALE PLAZA NW
453-5530
4 VISITS FOR $10.00
(GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT!!)
r ~  Week Ahead Extra!-
Twister Cram
Students will be aeeing red, yellow, 
blue, and green dota at the Twister 
Craze and it won’t be from too much 
studying. The campus community is 
invited to compete for prizes in 
individual and team competitions. 
With over 25 tw ister mats, the 
competition will be fun and furious. 
The event is sponsored by Milton 
Bradley Company, a division of 
Hasbro, Inc. The Housing Staff and 
Living Centers II are coordinating the 
event.
National Panhellenic Council
The President’s Auction is open to 
all Presidents from any campus 
organization. The service auction 
allows you to pick the service you 
would like to render to your 
organization, or any organization that 
bids on you. Participation sheets are 
available from Alpha Sigma Tau. The 
auction happens Dec.l in'the Wharf, 
Kirkhof Center.
INTERVIEWS
Friday, November 19
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE, Special Agent. Finance, 
management, accounting, and general business majors.
Monday, December 4
FIRST OF AMERICA, Commercial Loan Intern. Accounting, finance, 
and economic majors.
_ CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE THESE AND MORE:
AssiatantCareGiyg. Kings Kids Christian Child CareCenter. Education, 
child development or psychology majors.
Middle School P E . Teacher. Coloma Community Schools. Physical 
education majors.
■ . - • ' '
, Sales Representative. The Scotts Company. Business majors or those 
with sales experience.
Social Wort fUicirchcr. 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. 
Social work or sociology majors.
For infomadon contact theCareer 
Services Office at x-3311 or stop by 
105 Commons.
Valid only with coupon Expires 1/31/94
^ L M A R y  K A y ,
Marjorie E. Eubanks
Independent Skin Care Consultant
Clip Coupon and Sava 10%
1650 Leonard NE, #309 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49505 
(616)774*9535
Call for a Complimentary Facial D  or Caraar OpportunityO 
I would lika information about: O  Stain Cara O Glamour DNaH Cara
nH air Can D  Body Can D  Man's Products
Name.
A d d re ss .
C ity____ S ta ts . , Zip C o d a .
Telephone.
Best Time to C a ll .
East on Lake Michigan Dr. 
Near Downtown Grand Rapids
Featuring: 
M ALE & FEM ALE  
EXOTIC DANCERS
FEMALE
Mon-Thurs Noon-2AM 
Friday - Sat Noon • 7PM 
|20 - 30 Feamle Exotics Continuous 
Wednesday - Amatuer Night 
40 Dancers
MALE
Fri & Sat 
9PM - 2 AM 
Bachebrette, Birthday, 
Sorority Parties, and any 
Occasion.
Parkpoy ‘Irapi
Both of t e e  cost about $30 a month,
b u t o u K i i ) n ^ \ r i t o p r ( ^ r a m s j T O m a c t u % i i s e .
Cable TV. 65 channels of reruns, game stows and soap operas
Tbe Applf Macmlosb LC 520 
now comes wUb seven mcredibfy useful programs. Wbal a package.
Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh* or PowerBook* a combined SRP of $596*). And, when you qualify for the new Apple 
computer; you’ll not only get Applet new, lower prices. You’ll also Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30+a 
get seven popular software programs included for the same low month. So, for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh 
price. These programs will help you manage your finances, sched- or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. Itls that simple. 
ule your time and entertain your friends (the software alone has
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.
The Computer Store 
207 Manitou Hall • 895-2130
Open 8am - 4:30pm Mon-Fri
@1993 Apple Computer, Inc All rights raerted Apple, tbe Apple lego, Uacmtosb and PowerBook are registered trademark of Apple Computer, tnc AppleCD a a trademari ofApple Computer, Inc "Based on tbe combined Siqgated Retail Pros (SRP) ofthe products m Tbe Campus So/bvare 
Set for Maanuxb as of October1, 1993 Software not included tn tbe original productpackaging as sbammtba ad. But you wil rectat these same software program in an integrated package from Apple. ’ Hordbly payment a an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan of 
(188859hr the Maantosb US SO 5/80 (with internal AppleW 3001 CD-ROM drive, Apple Keyboard II and mouse) system sboum abovePrice ami loan amounl an basal on Apple! estimate of higher education prms as of October 21,1993 All compute systemprices, torn amounts 
and monthly paymenh may tury. See your Apple Campus Reseller for current system prices A 3.5 \ loan origination fee will be added to tbe requested loan amount. Tbe mkrest rate ts variable, based on tbe commercial paper rate plus 5 JJ \ For tbe month of October 1993. the interest 
rate umb.SlX. with an APR of980%. 8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. Tbe monthly payment shown assumes no deferment ofprincipal or merest (defrrmenl will change your monthly payments) Tbe Apple Computer Loan ts subject to ends! approval
Register to win a $500 Scholarship at the 
Pepsi display in the Family Fare Supermarket
Enter to win one of four $500 scholarships 
compliments of Pepsi and Family Fare
Entry deadline December % 1993
Scholarships will be awarded December 3,1993
Only available at the Allendale Family Fare 
Supermarket
« o i
tV H | E
Supermarket
6101 Lake Michigan Drive 
Allendale
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Loos' kick lifts Lakers to
Freahmsn Keith Loot connected 
on two field goals, with ooe being a 
49 yard effort with le u  than 10 
seconds in thegame to pull the Lakers 
to a 20-18 v ic toy  over the College of 
S t  Francis.
“Once I saw foe way I kicked it,I 
knew it was in with no problem," said 
Loos.
Laker head coach Brian Kelly 
had to rely on instinct to know if die 
kick was good.
‘T o  be quite honest when he 
kicked i t  Robert Harden jumped on 
my back andlfell down soldadn’tsee 
i t  but Harden thought it was good 
from the very beginning," laughed 
Kelly. Kelly knew the kick w u  good 
“when he (Harden) started hitting me 
on the head."
“This just shows how important
(special teams) really is, and I’m ao 
glad we could send the seniors out 
with a victory," commented punter 
aadbolder Mint Wengler.
Mostofthe Lakers’scoring came 
on big plays. While none were any 
bigger than Loos’s kick, they were 
equally important
Darnell Jamison, a freshman 
tailback, showed that he’ll be one to 
watch in the coming seasons when he 
rambled untouched, for a  79-yard 
touchdowninthesecondquarter. For 
the day, Jamisoo led all rushers with 
102 yards on 7 carries.
Junior Youssef Sareini teamed 
19 with quarterback Eric Stover to 
provide big plays through the air, as 
he pulled in six passes of the Lakers 
205yards through the air, including a 
69-yard fourth-quarter touchdown, 
Gnmd Valley’s longest reception of 
the season.
“We had a lot of adversity this 
year, and this means we’ve got 
something to build on now,” said 
Sareini.
The Lakers ended the season on 
quite a different note than they began
Football report card
byMRteAraey 
Staff Writer
The 1993Lakers nearly went from 
MIFC Champs to MIFC Chumps, but 
two last-minute victories to dose out 
the season saved them from that 
distinction. Here’s a closer look: 
Coaching
Brian Kelly and his staff struggled 
at times, questioning the commitment 
from their players. There was some 
questionabte (day calling, but mpet o f 
foe tinw ft seemed to work.
Grade: B- 
Quarterback
Eric Stover had a decent “rookie” 
season for the Lakers, throwing for 
exactly 1800yards on the year and 16 
touchdown pasaes. But his lack of 
mobility cost the Lakers afow  times. 
Until late in the season, Stover seemed 
mote content to suy  in the pocket as 
long as possib le and throw  a 
questionable pass than to sacrifice 
himself and run with the balL 
Grade; C+
The story looked to beRuatySetzer
early in the season. However, more 
than 25% of his total yards came in the 
firstgame. Setzer spooned his ankle in 
the second week of the season and 
wasn’t the same after that
Fullback Ryan Ostro wski became 
“Mr. Gutch,”scoring nine touchdowns 
and averaging 4.8 yards per carry. 
Grade: Bi- 
Receivers
Youssef Sareini-that pretty much 
says it all. Sareini scored ten 
touchdowns andgained843yards this 
season. Ifordythepasseslhatboiinced 
off his fingertips in the beckof the end 
zone at Frtris State had been caught..
Ryan Porte cemented himself  as a 
fixture in the passing attack with 354 
yards and four touchdowns.
Grade: B+
Offensive Line
No problems here. These guys, 
Sean Mele, Jorgen Gustaffson, Kevin 
Gee, Mike SheUkm, and Jason Bivens 
led the Lakers totheMIFC's#l rushing 
offense.
Grade: B+/A-
Defenrive Backs
Trash talkin' and hard hittin’. Led
Chris Sonw i looks into the crease for a pass at GVSWs Hockey club game vs. 
Fort Way He at Kentwood ________________ ___________
when they blew out S t  Joseph's in 
September.
“With an emotional game like 
this, it’s almost better to end your 
career like that,” said senior co­
captain Sean Mele. “I w u  real 
excited that we were able to win, 
number one, and that we were able to 
win an exciting game."
Dan McLean and Hardie Farr 
kept their hopes for post season All-
American honors alive, u  Fan had 
seven tackles and McLean had six, 
two of th o u  for losses.
Sophomore linebacker Tim 
Postema led the Lakers in tackles 
Saturday with 14.
Grand Valley hadavery up-and- 
down year, losing to two playoff- 
bound teams in  Indiana- 
Pennsylvania and Ashland, and tying 
another (Ferris State).
“I think it w u  just a matter of 
everybody coming together,” said 
Mele. “We were too spread apart 
towards the beginning of the season.
“Wereally grouped together after 
a couple losses and a couple of ties, 
which really could have gone either
by Dan McLean and Hardie Fan, the 
Laker defensive backfield tormented 
opponents all season. However, they 
were burned a couple times that cost 
the Lakers big.
Grade: B-
Linebackers
Tim Postema and Jason Kinzler 
came into the season with very little 
experience and had excellent seasons. 
They’ll only get better in the next two 
years. With a healthy Dave Stachura, 
they could have been the top backer 
care in the MIFC.
Grade: B
Defensive Line
After breaking die Laker sack 
record, Joe Huhn seemed to vanish. 
Buttherewereotherbrightspots. Matt 
Potter came on strong at the end, and 
Lawan Young, Randy Keift, and Dan 
Koreniek were consistent week in and 
week ou t
Grade: B*
OveraB/Intangibks
With the talent on this team, they 
could have won the MIFC. There was 
something lacking from this team after 
the first game, be it desire or respect 
But this season wasn’t  Grand Valley 
football as we were used to.
Grade: C+ ____________
M en's BuketbaU 
F n *  place votes in parentheses
LNorthfcm Michigan (8) 80 *
2JfiQjdale 66
3.WayneSlate(2) 65
4^agwaw valley State 54 
SPerris State 53
(.Oakland 44
7.GRAND VALLEY 35
Women’s Basketbai]
1 Michigan Tech (5) 74
2,Oaldand(3) 73
3J4orthern Michigan (1) 64 
4^aginaw Valley State 59 
5Xake Siqierior State <1)53 
(.Wayne State 39
V 7 J e m s  State , 3 2 ^
Aose fay Erik HoDadqr
not a complete loss.
“Although it’s not what Grand 
Valley’s used to at 6-3-2,1 dunk we 
can t a p  our heads up and fed  good, 
about the season,” concluded Kelly.
byBeaBakey
Staff Writer
Ryan Ostrowski (34) gets outside o f St. Frauds'defease with 
some help from  <ui uncalled dip. 
way,” Mele continued. “Wefoundout 
our mission, whatitwas we had to do."
While the Lakers were not able to 
successfully defend their tideofMIFC 
champions, Kelly says the season w u
Spikers finish fifth in GLIAC
opponents attacks over the weekend 
u  well u  getting 11 kills and 11 digs.
Junior Came Baker’s 4.41 kills 
per game average was the third highest 
in the GLIAC rankings. Baker is also 
second in the conference for digs per 
game trailing teammate Jodi Sprick.
Sprick averaged 3.78 digs per 
game and h u  been near the top of the 
conference throughout the season.
The Lakers can also boast they 
have one of the best setters in the 
conference. Alicia Jorgensen is 
ranked third in4he conference^ with 
11D9 assists per game, v :
The fifth-place finish for the 
Lakers is an improvement over last 
year’s seventh place. It is also an 
improvement over the pre-season 
prediction of seventh in fee coaches’ 
po ll
The Grand Valley women’s 
volleyballteammayhavesaidgood- 
bye to senior Jaqui Sommerdyke but 
may be saying hello to freshman 
MirndlyCameron whenshetakesover' 
where Sommerdyke left off.
Sommerdyke helped the Lakers 
place fifth in the league wife a 10-8 
Great Lake Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference record and a 18-15 
overallreoord. She ledGraod Valley 
wife 91 total blocks in 68 g am u  for 
her a 134 blocks per game average, 
which w u  second in the conference.
“She gave it everything,” said 
coach Joan Boand. “ She did 
everything she had to do."
The Lakers defeated both 
Hillsdale and Oakland University in 
three games. On November 12, the 
Lakers dominated the Chargers, 15- 
4,15-4,15-2, and downed thePioneers 
Saturday, 15-8,15-12,17-15.
The game against Oakland w u  
the last game of the season for Grand 
Valley, m well u  for Sommerdyke.
Winning these two games were 
important for Grand Valley, because 
if they lost these games they would 
have had to share fifth {dace with 
Saginaw Valley State University.
Somerdyke w uno t the only one 
playing strongly at the net for the 
Lakers. Cameron blocked 11 of her
STORE-WIDE SALE
42901 -t» Michigan Drive, NW Grand Rapada, Michigan 49504 Telephone (616) 453 -1270^
- P oo l C ues I located Across 
JF and * / rom McDonalds in
_  A ccesso ries j Standale
20%OFF
Everything 
in the store
From
now
until
Christmas
Full in-store repair service
Earth & Fire 
Jewelers
4290 Lake M ichigan Dr.
791-8002
PENALTY
a *  cfvendors at the ballpark
Can’t Mil who’* who without one. 
Head coach Tom Vilksnure brings 
in three transfersand two freahman 
along with eight returning lettennen, 
withavsriety of college experience, in 
an attempt to replace four Halting 
scoots andTesaaceWilliams, who it 
out fortfaeaeaaoa with a knee injury.
There sseseveral questions which 
will need to be antwered by this team.
Question#l:Whowillprovidethe
scoring?
Answer: There isn't One ye t The 
top three scorers from last season 
graduated. Sophomores Nate Verbeek 
and Alpbonso Clark are probably the 
best bets to see the ball in their (rands.
Also look Cor transfer Scott Hunter 
to provide both inside andoutside play, 
somewhat similar to the style Brent 
Wichalz played last year.
Question #2: W ith scoring 
production apparently down, can this 
team play defense and rebound better 
than past yean?
Answer Yes. Villemure says this 
team is batter defensively than it wasa 
year ago. Glenn Szeman, a 6-10 
tranafer, will be a vital component to 
the Laker's interior defense and 
rebounding. Also, Vcrbesk may be 
•kinay as a  rod, bttt he’s tottgh inside 
and plays both ends of the court well.
Question #3: With several new 
players in the program expected to get 
considerable playing time, will the 
Lakers' chemistry be good enough by 
the time the conference schedule gets
going?
Answer Maybe. Villemure likes 
the work ethic and attitude of the 
players. Time on the court will be the 
key factor in determininghow well the 
Lakers will adjust to each other.
Question #4: How do the Lakers 
stack up against the rest o f  the 
conference?
Answer The GLIAC conference 
it one of the strongest in the nation and 
is gaining respectability after Wayne 
State made it to the Pinal Four last
Answer Grand Valley finished 
seventh in the coaches poll last week. 
I don’t think they will be that bad.
Villemure has had only two losing 
seasons in 21 years o f coaching. To 
predict anything less than fifth place 
would be a slap in the face to his 
coaching success.
With the top seven teams as close 
as they are to each other, Grand Valley 
has the potential to sneak into the 
playoffs with a 10-8 mark, making it
very important to win at home, and 
sneak one or two on the road.
It’s said every year that the team 
that wins on the road will be the team 
that makes the playoffs. This year, the 
Lakers must answer the question marks 
or it may be along winter in Allendale.
Seven different teams, including 
Grand Valley, have a chance to make 
the conference playoffs. Wayne State, 
lastyear’sfm d four team isolily picked 
to finish third in the conference despite 
losing only one of its top five scorers. 
Saginaw Valley has 10 seniors and all 
o f its starters from last season, and 
they were picked fourth!
There are going to be some 
disappointed teams in the conference. 
when March Madness rolls around.
Question #5: What does the season 
hold for Grand Valley?
This Week in Grand Valley Sports
M en's basketball
The tremopens the 1993-94season with an exhibilon game Wednesday 
night at the field house. Tip off is at 7:30 pm . The Lakers travel to 
Ashland. Ohio Friday to play Ashland University. Tip off is at 7:30 p.m.
W omen's basketball
The team debuts Saturday afternoon, Nov. 20, hosting Grand Rapids 
Baptist College. U p  off is at 1K)0 pm .
Thereea'saadwwaea'sswfa— lag and (thing teams travel to Illinois 
Benedictine College this Friday. First race is 5:00 pm .C ST.
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
would like to wish all Grand Valley students 
a Happy &  Relaxing Thanksgiving
treet (across from Vinyl Solution) Grand Rapids, fyil 4 9 5 0 8  ,J
, L ^ v v ;c iY ^ :v ^ ^ v : ::V:
mty U r iG f l in
Suff Writer
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Photo by Erik Holbdiy
’s  club scene 
series: techno night
by Cory D. Obca
Suff Writer
Strobe light*, iweating figure*, «nd 
a big “JAMES BROWN IS DEAD,” 
and you’re ready for the techno-dance 
scene all over Grand Rapids! There 
are a few good places to hit, so pay 
attention.
If you’re going logo to any techno 
chib, be ready for a late night Places 
rarely start filling before 11pm so it’s 
best not toget there very earty. Another 
tip is to take lots of money. Cover 
usually isn’t more than five dollars, 
but drinks can kill the green in a hurry. 
Beer is usually right around $1.25 and 
shots around $3. Even if you’re notof 
age.popcanrunyouuptoSl.75. They 
have to make their money somewhere.
Dick’s Resort explores the techno 
realm on Mondays. It’sagood bar and 
dance atmosphere with a strong sound 
system. The only real problem with 
this setup is the day. As you know, 
Monday isn’t the greatest night to hit 
the town. Most of us hsve just come 
off s big weekend and are a little worn 
out But if you must go ou t Dick’s is 
the place.
Ready to enter the weekend? I 
hope so, because After Shock ripsjup 
the weekend with two techno nights in 
a row. Friday and Saturday are 
“TechnoLite” nights with a DJ from 
8pm to 2am. They took over what used 
to be Sydney’a and have really made a 
nice place out of i t  There is a full bar 
and dance floor, a pool table and an 
abundance of tables. The musk is 
loud and rapid with no breaks in the 
sction. Again, don’t show up before 
eleven if you went to dance. Bsr- 
driften come early but the moven and 
shakers show up later. Cover charge is 
only $2 starting at 10pm and that’s 
good for JJL Dillons and The Anchor 
Bar alto. Ifyou’re willing to wait until 
later on to cut a rug, then After Shock 
is the place for you.
There is one more chib that needs 
mentioning in this category. It’s called 
“Eastown Works," located in Eastown 
on Lake Drive. Just having their grand
opening, the Works should be an 
«w J|fp i nijht-epot. From whet 1 
b a r, the ckib will be mostly devoted 
to techno music, so il ahouid be jretty
environment.
When it comes down to it, there is 
no shortage of techno places in Grand 
Rapids. Just call around for days and 
times and you'll setyourse If up. So get 
out there and tear it up!___________
Make sure you check out Big 
Head Todd and the Monsters on 
Monday, November 22. They’ll be 
taking over the State Theatre in 
Kalamazoo.
The Monsters havebeen getting 
quiteabitofaiiplay in d u e  on the 
steady uprise on the charts.
“I’d like the chef salad, please, 
with theoil andvinegar on the side and 
the apple pie a la mode. But I'dlike the 
pie heated, and I don’t want the ice 
cream on top; I want it on the side, and 
I 'd  like strawberry ice cream instead 
of vanilla if  you have i t  If not, then no 
ice cream, just whipped cream, but 
only if it’s real If it’s out of a can then 
nothing.”—Meg Ryan, When Harry 
MetSaUy
Meg Ryan has a kind of quirkiness 
that she brings to her comedies. She’s 
faked an orgasm in the middle of a 
crowded restaurant in When Harry Met 
Sally, switched bodies with an old man 
in Prelude to a Kiss, and sang (if you 
can call it that) “Great Balls Of Fire” 
along with Tom Cruise in Top Gun. She 
brings some of that quiikiness into her 
new drama Flesh and Bone when she 
teams up with real-life husband Dennis 
Quaid.
Sexy as ever, Quaid plays Arles 
Sweeney. Arles is haunted by his past 
which .was spent helping his father’s 
criminal schemes. As a boy, Arles 
would work his way into a family’s 
house by claiming to be lost and the 
family would give him a meal and a 
bed to sleep in. After the family was 
asleep, Aries would let hit father Roy 
into die house to rob the family of any 
valuables. One night Arles entered 
the home of the Davies. The plsn went 
as usual, except that the Davies’ son 
woke up during the robbery and alerted 
his father. Roy murdered the entire 
family except for the infant daughter, 
Kay. Roy blamed Arles for the murders 
because he had not made sure that the 
family was asleep, and Arles was forced 
to cany that guilt with him.
Thirty years later, Arles meets Kay 
(played tyRyan), and they fall in love, 
neither realizing that their pasts are 
connected. Roy again appears on the 
scene, and when he discovers that Kay 
is the baby that he did not kill, he talks 
to Aries about tying up “loose ends.”
The ending of Flesh and Bone is 
somewhat predktable and it ended the 
way it should have ended. Although as
iADies
75C DRAFTS
$  IS O  M IXED  
HOUSE DRM i
THURSDAY 
A T  JOSE S  SOUTH 
1820 44TH STREET
Spcc/tiJpnamj tor woman only f
Top quality eye care and eyewear at affordable prices!
• Full Service Lab on-site
• Contact Lens Services
• Open weekdays with evening and Saturday hours 
GVSU Student discounts available every day!
i^ r S r S ^ i  Call for an appointment • 895-9550 - 6173 Uke Michigan Dr)
I watched the movie, I was hoping that 
it would end on a happier note, I wasn’t 
disappointed with the ending—it had a 
more realistic outcome than the “fairy­
tale” endings of some movies.
Quaid and Ryan both give great
Although as I watched the 
movie, I « m  hoping Hurt it 
would end on a happier note, I 
wasn't disappointed with the 
ending -• it had a more 
realistic outcome than the 
"fairy-tale" endings of some 
movies,
performances. QuaidpUys the troubled 
man very well—Idon’t think heimiles 
once during the entire movie, even 
with Ryan’s upbeat humor, such as 
cracks about him going bald if he 
doesn’t take his hatoff andlet his scalp 
breathe. Ryan has the same southern 
twang as she does in Top Gun, which 
is cause for even more humor. In one 
scene, she cooly points a gun at her 
husband andmakes her demands, while 
her husband and Arles squirm until she 
puts it away. I'm a big Meg Ryan fan, 
and I find her actions and facial 
expressions hilarious, even in 
dramas—maybe that was why my 
roommate and I were the only ones 
laughing during some parts of the 
movie.
The movie would have been an 
extremely depressing one had it not 
been for Ryan’s one-liners and actions 
throughout. The struggle that faces 
Quaid is played very dramatically to 
the ending when he finally resolves his 
conflict and ties up those "loose ends.”
Ensembles
, *
rock Cook- 
DeWitt
Suff Writer
On November 21, at 3 pan. in 
Cook-DeW itt, the M adrigals, 
Chamber Choir, and Chamber 
Orchestra will be performing. 
There will be free admission, » d  
the concert is open toboth the public 
and students.
The Madrigals will be tinging 
old English madrigals. Some of 
these songs will only have one 
singer per part, demonstrating the 
fluency of the singers.
The Chamber Choir will be 
performing folk longs of the early 
partof the century. Tim Hutchinson, 
who it  in four of the five choral 
groups, will be the soloist for this 
group.
The Chamber Orchestra under 
the direction of Dr. Copenhaver, 
will be performing “Adagio for 
S trings," a well-reknowned 
orchestra piece. All three groups 
will also be combining to perform 
Hadyn’s “Te Deum.”
The conceit consistsofthe three 
smallest ensembles, enabling them 
to use Cook-DeWitt to their full 
benefit Normally there would only 
be two conceits in a semester.
EllenPoole says that thereason 
for the extra concert is “the 
expertise, in all the ensembles, is at 
amuchhigherlevdthanintbepast. 
The singers are able to learn more 
music in a shorter tone. They're so 
dedicated, they wanted to be able to 
perform another coocert."
■ ■ - . /  ■ t ■ - , M
FROM !\IOW ON, PAY WHOLESALE 
PRICES ON JO ST ABOUT EVERYTHING!
Soon, you’ll be guaranteed the lowest prices on over 3,000 
popular name brand items. To experience SourceClub 
FREE for 60 days, simply clip out this ad and bring it in to 
the Membership Services Desk at any of our convenient 
locations.
SourceClub offers you:
• Guaranteed low prices
• Over 3,000 top name brand products
• Unique services—1 Hour Photo, Optical Department, 
$13.99 Oil Changes
• ATM machines, credit card and debit card shopping
• Fresh produce, meat and an in-store bakery
SourceClub
Locations
OkMwc
Marsh & Newman 
Frasar
Utica & 15 Mile 
WestlMd:
Warren & Newburgh 
Taylan
Pardee & Eureka 
livwria:
Haggerty & 8 Mile
r
28th Street just west of 
Patterson
Clyde Park & 54th Street
con
Kalamazoo
r Cory D. Obea 
Staff Writer
Concrete Blonde conquered the 
State Theaoe last Sunday, Nov. 14. 
Clad in everyday apparel, the band 
perform ed with volum es of 
enthusiast!* '
The evening started out with “The 
Oblivious,Ian interesting band with a 
touch o f fa re . They were quite 
impressivefot times, especially when 
th^playetfanoldOzzy Osborne tune. 
Theft set ejfled when Co ncreteBlonde 
came out a id  joined them in their final 
song.
Blonde hit the stage after the switch 
over and rocked for about eight songs 
without acknowledging the crowd.
When they did, I felt like I  was at a 
“Grateful Dead” concert The crowd 
went wild when singerfoaasistJohnette 
Napolitano asked how everyone was 
doing. Screams o f joy and excitement 
were heard when she accepted the gift 
/  of a necklace from a  fan. I  couldn’t 
( believe the followers that this group
\(Jeband played an array of songs 
from the post and present, the most 
popular being tyeir smash college hit 
“Joey** from the album Bloodletting. 
Truthfully, this w u  really the only 
song that I had heard from this great 
group other than the Hendrix cover 
they did. The crowd erupted and sang 
along with the heart-felt words from 
“Joey.” With Napolitano’s strong, 
piercing vocals, I felt chills rising up 
my spine. It felt as if  everyone was 
family, a truly enjoyable experience.
Seeing this band for the first time, 
I’m sorry that Ihadn’tseen them before.
I will definitely purchase their new 
album and see them again in the future 
if the opportunity arises.
R ea l w o rld  feeds 
s tu d e n ts  w ith  e x p e rie n ce
by Darlene Baa
Staff Writer
On November 23 at 6 pm the 
Promenade Deck of the Kirkoff 
Center will become the‘teal world.'
Hunger Theater is a banquet 
that will be a “good simulation of 
what the world is like,” according 
to Karen Sanders, president of 
ST.A.G.E.
Hunger Theater will be 
sponsored by 15 different student 
organizations that will help pay for 
costs. All donations will go to 
OXFAM to help feed the world.
There are three sections to the 
banquet. Each section is modeled 
after the environment of first, 
second, or third world countries. 
Approximately 10 percent of the
guests will be dining in the high 
class environment o f the first 
world. Thirty percent will be in 
the t-shirt-and-jeans world of 
second world nations. The’ 
majority o f people w ill be 
experiencing the poverty of the 
lest-than-glamorous third world 
countries. A lottery will be drawn 
to decide who will dine in each 
world.
This banquet will be a true 
educational experience. It will let 
us live a life we may never see but 
often give our spare change to 
help. Hunger Theater allows us to 
experience the lives we are trying 
to improve. Admission to the 
banquet is three dollars. Don’t 
miss out on a chance to help.
Nov. 21, 1993 at 8pm
G r a n d  V a l l e y  
S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
F ield  H ouse  A r en a
ALLENDALE, MICHIGAN
In association with MMA Management
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
GRAND RAPIDS
HUDSON'S,
BELIEVE IN UUSIC, 
HARMONY HOUSE & 
VINYL SOLUTION 
CAU-fOfl-TlX (616) 456-3333
© s
.GRAND 
VALLEY 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOX OFFICE
NON-STUOBCTS S2l 
GVSU STUDENTS S16 (WITH A VALID ID) 
“ “  895-2353□
Encompassing Nov. 17* Dec. I
f > T «
Nov. 1-24 “PictoriaUsm 
Reconsidered,” artistic photo- 
graphy from regional collections, 
at the Calder Gallery.
Nov. 17-20 SfadeatOae-Act 
Festival, sponsored by S.T.A.G.E 
andtheSchoolof Communications. 
Admission is $4. Louis Armstrong 
Theatre, Calder Fine Aits Center.
Nov. 19 Sc 21 Cinema Tech 
presents “37/2” at7pjn . Mainsail, 
Kirkhof Center.
Nov. 20 Cinema Tech brings 
you “Night On Earth» at 7 p.m.. 
Mainsail KC.
Nov. 21 Concert. Madrigals 
and Chamber Choir, Ellen Pool 
conductor. Free. Cook-DeWitt 
Center.
Nov.23 Concert Symphonic 
W ind Ensemble and Concert 
B and, Samuel M cllhagga, 
conductor. Free. Louis Armstrong 
Theatre, CFA Center.
Nov. 23 GVSU Studio Jazz 
Orchestra, 9 p.m., Kirkhof Center. 
Free.
Nov. 23 “The Last Emperor” 
Academy Award for Best Picture. 
Presented as part of the Foreign 
Film Series and showing in 154 
Lake Superior Hall at 7 p.m. Free.
Nov. 29-Dec. 17 A rt Exhibit. 
B.F.A. (student) exhibitions. 
Calder Gallery, CFA Center.
Off-Campus
Nov. 2 5 -Dec. 11 The Grand 
Rapids Civic Theatre presents 
Charles Dickens' “A Christmas 
Carol” The play will be the version 
adapted for the stage by award­
winning playwright Israel 
Horovitz. For reservations, call 
459-7146 after noon on Monday, 
November 22.
Nov. 26- D ec 2 “Un Coeur 
en Hiver” shows each night a17:00 
and 9:10 at the Knickerbocker in 
Holland. A beautifully done 
French-language drama set in the 
world of classical music. English 
subtides. Call (616) 395-4950.
Continuing your Studies 
in Counseling,
1 ' s v e h n l o ^ y ,
C u /U l \ \  ill k 
and Related Studies1
O u r  extensive database contains 
information on over 1,000 schools, 
and 4,000 concentration areas. We 
eliminate the hours of researching 
graduate programs, and the time- 
consuming effort of contacting 
graduate schools for more 
information. We can provide the 
following from our four different 
databases:
H  Catalogs from more than 
4,000 graduate concentration 
programs.
H  Literature and application 
materials for more than 300 
credentialling programs.
I  Information on consulting 
networks and expert referral 
services.
For more inform ation, w rite or cal! us 
today!
CAREER NETW ORK  
ASSOCIATES
2210 ML Carmel Avenue, Suite 110 
Glenside. Pennsylvania 19030 
(215) 572-7670 (215)572-1541
wheels in
Staff Writer
Chrome the album by Catherine 
Wheel, is the iweeteat thing line* bell 
bottoms, tie-dye, and Woodstock (in 
*69). As many know, dris. croup is 
opening for the INXS concert. Cool 
beans!
The album is very deep and takes 
some “digging” to get to the meaning 
of the songs. However, coining to the 
undentanding is the band’s gift to the 
worid.
Instmmentslly, most o f their music 
is pretty much the same, with justafew 
stylistic changes that don’tseem to last 
long enough. Many o f  the songs are o f 
a moderate tempo b u t g ive the 
impression of being slower, due to 
Rob Dickinson’s  (vocals) style o f 
tinging. His useofthesaesura, which 
is a brief, meaningful passe used for 
reflection during the song, is oneofthe 
stylistic changes that I would like to 
see him use more of.
Many know the song "Crank" and 
base their knowledge of the band on 
this song. My favorite song is “Swim 
in Me." This is the best song on the 
album due to the sense o f hopelessness 
and sorrow Dickinson manages to 
portrayinit I can’t wait to see them in 
concert and I hope all of you go (even 
if it’s only to see the opening act).
Dancing the 
night away
M arK m h 
Staff Writer
On November i ) ,  from 9 t o l l  
pun., the Jazz Orchestra will be 
playing in the basementofKirkhof. 
The jazz group will be playing 
everything from Big Band Swing 
dance tunes to ballads. With free 
admission and refreshments served, 
this is a great way to meet new 
people.
The group meets four days a 
weekfor an hour under the direction 
of Bob Schechtman. With only 
eighteen members, this select group 
promises loads of fun at the dance.
INXS coming to GVSU live baby live
Word of the week
Staff Writer
If you had haMtoria, how would 
you rid yourself of it?
Andie - have sex til it left my 
system
Shelly Chase-puke 
MsrBen Cubia - go to the hospital 
for a doctor’s advice
Sarah Kassel-brush my teeth about
forty times a day
Kelly Kiik - cough really haid to 
get it out o f my throat
Brian Myert-go seeapsychotogist 
Mike Maule - m other myself in 
V id a  Vapor Rub and go to bed ;% v  
Margi Peterson-tkink some lemon 
juice
Well, some of these would help. 
Personally, I would brush my teeth 
and cany mints or something for my 
FOUL BREATH!!
bjM ktR fcg
Staff Writer
INXS and Grand Valley. I never 
thought I’d aay those words in the 
same sentence, but it’s true! INXS 
will be hitting the Fieldhouse on 
Sunday, Nov. 21 with their “Nothing 
Less Ilian Excess” tour.
Full Moon, Dirty Hearts is the 
name of their tenth album and it’s oh, 
so good. INXS weaves together 
motown, rock and even acouple ballads 
into a great compilation of some of 
their most powerful music. I ’ll admit, 
it’s not really what you’d expect from 
the band that gave us “Kick” in 1987, 
but it definitely deserves a listen and
there’s no better way to listen than at a 
live, you heard me correctly kids, live 
show!
Starting the show off is Catherine 
Wheel, another incredible hand playing 
tome incredible music. “Chrome” is 
the band’s sophomore effort, but 
sophomoric it’s no t Wispy vocals 
over hard driving vocals is the perfect 
styleforthisband. You may remember 
some of their earlier songs like “Blade 
Metallic” or their current single 
“Crank,” so Idon’thaveto tell you just 
how dam good they are. Hell.I’dgoto 
the show just to see them!
Remember, INXS, Fieldhouse, 
Nov. 21 at 8:00. They even give
students a discount! My God! What 
are you waiting for? It's not like you 
won’t get a good seat! Besides, if you 
don’t go, I’ll have to send a big guy 
named Guido after ya. You wouldn’t 
want that, now would you?
Tutoring For Law School 
Admission Test 
$220
Classes Limited to Eight 
Call (616)785-977 
by Jan. 15,1994 
Vincent Schumacher, Attorney
M u s x ^ e e p s
© Studio 28
20 s c r e e n s  • A Jack Loeks Theatre 
1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760
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T h e  L a n t h n r n
895-2460Jobs & Money
Spring Break '94
Cam pus reps needed. Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, South Padre 
Island, Panama City Beach, Daytona 
Beach, Key West. Travel Free and 
Earn Commisions. Breakaway Tours 
Inc. 1-800-214-8687. Let's Go Grand 
Valley!________________________
M anagem en t O p p o rtu n itie s :  
A rthur Victor Painting, Inc. is 
searching for am bitious students 
to fill all-sum m er managem ent 
position throughout the Midwest. 
C o m p le te  tra in in g  and f ie ld  
support. High income potential. 
1-800-775-4745.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000 + 
monthly. Summer/holidays/ full time. 
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift 
Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino 
W orkers, etc. No experience 
necessary. Call 602-680-4647, ext. 
C147__________________________
Jerry's Country Inn - Hudsonville. 
Grandville stores. Full or part- 
time breakfast cook, full or part- 
time dishwasher. Both a.m. shifts; 
hours between 5 am - 2 pm. Apply 
in person. Rodney, 249-3660.
••• Free Trips & Cash! •••
Call us and find out how hundreds of 
students are already earning Free 
Trips and Lots of Cash with America's 
#1 Spring Break company! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Panama, 
Daytona, or Padre! Call Now! Take a 
Break Student Travel. (800) 328- 
SAVE or (617) 424-8222
/ g vGVSU Cheerleading Tryouts 
(football session)
Men & Women Welcome 
CLINIC:
Friday, March 17, 4-9 pm 
Saturday, March 20, 2-5 pm 
TRYOUTS:
Friday, March 26, 5-? pm 
Requirements: All stunts' are 
performed in Guy/Girl couples. 
Please bring your own partner. 
All practices are held in 
gymnasium room located in 
Field House.
For more info, call Amy Olds 
l at 895-3259 J
CRUISE SHIP HIRING - Earn up 
to $200+/mo. on Cruise Ships or 
L and-T our com panies. W orld 
trav e l. Sum m er & F u ll-T im e 
employment available. No exp. 
necessary. For info call 1-206- 
634-0468 ext. C5623
Home Support Aides. Part-tim e 
positions helping fam ilies to 
implement behavior treatment plans 
for children with developmental, 
disabilities. Hours are flexible: after 
school and/or weekends. You must 
be dependable, have a valid driver's 
license, and own a personal vehicle. 
Relevant training and experience with 
behavior management techniques is 
preferred. Training and supervision 
provided. For more information, 
Please call Louise at Allen Health 
Care at956-7844 or 1-800-948-0727
Ala?.*a Sum m er Em ploym ent
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000+/ 
m o. in  ca n n e rie s  or $3 ,0 0 0 - 
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels. 
Many employers provide room & 
board St, transportation. Male or 
female. No exp. necessary. Get 
the necessary head start on next 
summer. Call: (206) 545-4155 
ext. A5623.
BEACH or SKI group Promoter. 
Small or larger groups. Your's 
FREE, discounted or CASH. Call 
CMI, 1-800-423-5264.
Cash for college. 900,000 grants 
available. No repayment, ever. 
Qualify immediately. Call 1-800- 
243-2435.
Housing
Female roommate needed to share 
3 -bedroom upper in furnished NW 
G rand  R a p id s  hom e. O nly 
$l33.34/m onth plus l/3u tilities. 
Available now! Call 458-9018.
Im m ediate occupant for vacant 
apartm ent, W exford #7, Grand 
V alley A partm ents, for w inter 
semester. For more info call (313) 
792-4813.
^ Q u ie t, n o n -sm o k in g  fem ale  
needed to share a 2-bedroom upper 
on the NW side. Rent: $172.50 
-t-utilities. Call Jen at 774-8548.
R oom m ate N eeded: M ale or 
female for Rich St. Apartment. 
$160 + u tilities and your own 
room (large). Call Allen at 892- 
4684.
LOST: Requests! W e're now 
accepting calls. WCKS 895- 
2356.Mi sc
Resumes: In today's competitive job 
market, you need a good resume to 
help separate you from all the rest. 
Former manager will write and laser 
print a resume that will help you get 
interviews. GB Marketing 669-4458For Sale
1989 Ford P robe GT T urbo . 
Excellent condition. Still under 
warranty. Low miles. Call 534- 
4715
1985 Buick Century, 4 door, front 
wheel drive, power brakes and 
steering, stereo, little rust, fuel 
injected, very good in snow, new 
tires. $1500. Call 895-6980 or 
531-6695.
FOUND: Tickets for Student 
One-Acts and John Densmore 
(of The Doors). Listen to Win! 
Random callers at 895-2356. 
Thank yooo! WCKS!!
/
EROTIC MATERIAL!
Pacific Student Konnection, discreet 
adult entertainment Must be 18. Send 
3dollanto:PSKFOBox 1402, Grand 
Rapids, MI 49501
CAFE NUIT 
Grand Valley's own coffee 
house
Join us on Sundays from 7-10 
pm in downstairs Kirkhof.
If you are interested in 
perform ing musically, 
artistically or in some other 
way. call SOVC (895-2363) 
for more info. And as always, 
FREE COFFEE!
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Tuesday, December 7 at
U N I V E R S I T Y
B O O K S T O R E
